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Unique, exclusive, authentic:
Ferrari Genuine options and accessories.

When you join the Ferrari world, you know that every single day will be a special 
experience, with excellence evident in the meticulous attention dedicated to even
the tiniest detail. The comprehensive choice of options and original accessories
offered to let owners personalize the interior and exterior of their Ferraris reflects
the same exacting quality standards that have always defined the cars from Maranello.
This dedication to excellence is put into practice in the continuous research for lighter, 
higher performance materials such as titanium and Alutex, in the implementation
of avant-garde technology and in the creation of new styling solutions either inspired
by the traditions of the Prancing Horse, or shaped by a more aggressive, modern
and innovative design. 

With an extensive choice of products conceived to emphasize the uniqueness
and exclusiveness of each individual Ferrari, Ferrari Genuine offers owners the opportunity 
to enhance the technical, styling and aerodynamic attributes of their cars to suit their own 
personal preferences and tastes.
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Track cameras

The track cameras are an optional accessory orderable
in addition to the telemetry kit. When installed in the passenger 
compartment, and positioned to f ilm both the circuit
and the driver zone, these cameras let drivers record their 
driving experience and review their performance afterwards
in high definition video and analyze driving line, braking points 
and driving technique.
Compatible with the Ferrari Telemetry App for data analysis. 

The Ferrari Telemetry Kit – which is integrated in the multimedia 
system – monitors the position of the vehicle and analyses
and records performance data for each track session.
The key parameters recorded may then be viewed directly 
on the dashboard or on an iPad device or PC. The telemetry 
parameters available are: speed, braking, gear selected, 
acceleration and lap time. The session performance data may 
be analyzed in even more detail with the exclusive specif ic 
application: Ferrari Telemetry App.

Telemetry kitDatarace

The Datarace system lets owners improve their performance 
on the track by recording video footage of each session with 
embedded performance analysis data: acceleration, circuit 
map, lap time and GPS acquired position. The CAN version also 
includes a dashboard unit displaying lap times and functioning 
as a data-logger, acquiring information directly from the vehicle 
ECU.
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5-spoke forged wheels

The Ferrari 5-spoke forged wheels offer superlative mechanical 
stiffness with an elegant, slim design, and are specif ically 
conceived to contribute to reducing the overall weight of the car. 
Three color variants are offered, which accentuate the exclusive 
style of the F12berlinetta: Matte Black, Titanio Gray and Diamond 
Polished Titanio Gray. Fitting forged wheels reduces the weight
of the car by 15 Kg.

The standard wheels of the F12berlinetta play a key role
in completing the design of the model, combining classic Ferrari 
style with state of the art technology. The range of colors 
offered has been specif ically selected to cater to every possible 
taste and style: Corsa Gray, Dark Gray and Silver.

Forged multi-spoke wheels Standard wheels

The forged multi-spoke wheels - offered as Diamond polished, Dark Gray and Silver variants – are manufactured with special production technology which maximizes
the technical characteristics of aluminum and signif icantly reduces the weight of the wheel, while signif icantly increasing stiffness to offer a perceptible improvement
in the handling of the car. Further contributing to the ultra-light weight of these wheels is the multi-spoke design. The design is the latest and most modern iteration
of the concept introduced with the Scuderia wheel and evolved in the forged multi-spoke wheels of the FF and 458 Italia. Fitting forged wheels reduces the weight
of the car by 15 Kg.
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Exterior personalization options in carbon

The carbon f iber personalization details available for 
the exterior of the F12berlinetta complement the looks 
of the car and contribute to maximizing performance, 
minimizing the weight of each individual component by 
using carbon: an ultra-light, technologically advanced 

material with an unmistakable texture, which adds
to the already exclusive feel of the car. 

Carbon f iber variants of the rear fog lamp bezel, side 
skirts, aerobridge, headlamp elements, fuel f iller f lap, 

rear diffuser and spoiler, door handles and engine 
compartment trim are all available as accessories
to personalize the exterior of your car with complete 
f lexibility, designed and crafted to the same exacting 
standards applied in Formula 1. 

Grille with chrome accents

Alongside the classic standard grille in black, a front grille with chrome accents is now available for the F12berlinetta. The special chrome f inish lets owners personalize 
their car to suit their own taste, enhancing both the value and the exclusiveness of their Ferrari. 
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Interior personalization options in carbon

The range of carbon f iber personalization options available for the interior of the F12berlinetta offers a comprehensive selection of ultralight, elegant and functional accessories 
designed with the utmost attention to detail and developed and manufactured with advanced, proprietary technologies. 

Carbon f iber variants of the F1 shift paddles, kick plate, dashboard inserts, inner door panels, luggage retainer lip, bridge, tunnel and mats are all available as accessories
to personalize the interior of your Ferrari with details that complement the original style of the car and offer the same impeccable ergonomics and comfort for the driver and passengers. 

TM131312



Using sensors installed within the wheels, the tire pressure 
monitoring system measures tire pressure continuously
and sends this information to the ECU, which relays
the information to the instrument cluster and warns
the driver of any problems in real time.

Tire pressure 
monitoring

Front and rear 
parking cameras

The front and rear parking cameras help the driver identify 
obstacles when parking, and facilitates maneuvering.
The system uses audible warnings and visual signals to help
the driver avoid contact with objects that may have been 
concealed from view.

The “Lift” system maximizes driver safety and facilitates access to garages and/or ramps, avoiding possible damage to the car. The system is operated simply
and eff iciently on the front shock absorbers, lifting the front of the car by around 40 mm. Two versions of the system are available, depending on whether or not the car 
in question is equipped with a dual-view video camera.

Front suspension lift
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Passenger displayCruise Control

Customers may request an additional CD reader installed
in the car. The CD reader is situated behind the seats
in the center of the rear bench, and may be used to
play audio and MP3 format CDs. This option is not compatible
with vehicles with carbon f iber luggage retainer lip.

CD Reader

This display installed on the passenger side of the dashboard 
offers an interface which involves passengers in the Ferrari 
driving experience by letting them view technical information 
directly for themselves. The parameters and functions viewable 
are: engine speed, speed, gear selected, Manettino setting, 
repeated navigation information and symbols, and trip computer 
functions.

Cruise Control is an electronic system which maintains a constant road speed without the driver using the accelerator pedal.
The driver may accelerate briefly if necessary by pressing the accelerator pedal, but once the pedal is released, the vehicle returns to the cruise control speed set previously. 
The system functions within a speed range from 30 to 200 Km/h, and is recommended for long, straight stretches of road, with few variations in traff ic conditions and 
with a dry road surface. Not recommended for use on urban roads.
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Anti-stone chip protective filmPrivacy glass kit

The AFS – Adaptive Frontlight System – headlights ensure 
maximum safety and performance even when driving at night
by directing the light beam according to the steering angle
and optimizing the intensity of the beam itself in relation
to vehicle speed, even when driving around corners.
The transition from diffused light illuminating nearby objects
to a penetrating focused beam for long distance vision
is smooth and seamless. 

AFS headlights Electro-chromic mirrors

To protect the bodywork from marks, chips and scratches 
caused by gravel picked up from the road, a kit may be ordered 
consisting of extremely tough and thin transparent protective 
f ilms tailored specif ically for the forms of the car. Films applied 
to particularly exposed areas such as the wheel arches
and air intakes, and subject to greater wear, may also
be ordered individually.

Ferrari Genuine offers its customers a privacy glass kit
for the rear screen and rear side windows. The tinted glass 
protects the rear of the vehicle interior from prying eyes,
and also contributes to keeping the passenger compartment 
cooler. The specially defined tint color of the kit reduces the 
amount of sunlight reaching the interior of the car, preventing
it from becoming uncomfortably hot.

The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce reflected glare
for the driver. This mirror uses special electrochromic technology
to darken quickly and automatically in response to the brightness
of the light striking it. Electrochromic versions are available for both 
the interior and exterior rear view mirrors, and does not affect
the mirror position memory and powered folding mirror functions
on vehicles with these features.
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The range of 5 spoke wheels available is offered in a choice of different f inishes - Silver, Silver/ Diamond Polished, Dark Gray/Diamond Polished Gray – to let owners 
express their own personality and choose to accentuate the style of the car in a classic or contemporary key style in accordance with their own preferences. 

Standard wheels

The set of 20” forged multi-spoke wheels for the FF feature a 5 split-spoke design which gives the car an even more dynamic look. Conceived to accentuate
the technological content and design of the car, these ultra-light wheels are available in a choice of 3 different f inishes: Silver, Dark Gray and Diamond Polished.
Fitting forged wheels reduces the weight of the car by 10 Kg.

Forged Multi-Spoke Wheels
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The carbon f iber personalization details available for the exterior of the FF complement the looks of the car and minimize the weight of each individual component
by using carbon: an ultra-light, technologically advanced material with an unmistakable texture, which adds to the already exclusive feel of the car. 

Carbon f iber variants of the fuel f iller f lap and door handles are available as accessories to let you personalize the exterior of your car with complete f lexibility.

Exterior personalization options in carbon

Tailpipes enhanced visually with an extremely modern forged, 
segmented outer bezel and designed specif ically to maintain 
the purity of the unmistakable sound of each individual Ferrari 
model.

Sports tailpipe tips

Chromed grille and grille
with chrome accents

Alongside the classic standard grille in black, a choice
of exclusive f inish variants is offered for the front grille of the FF, 
to let customers personalize their vehicles further to suit their own 
tastes. Customers can also choose a completely chromed front 
grille, or a front grille with an exclusive chrome f inish applied only 
to the outer edges of the vertical and horizontal bars.
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The range of carbon f iber personalization options available for the interior of the FF offers a comprehensive selection of ultralight, elegant and functional accessories 
designed with the utmost attention to detail and developed and manufactured with advanced, proprietary technologies. 

Carbon f iber variants of the F1 shift paddles, kick plate, dashboard inserts, console kit, center trim insert and mats are all available as accessories to personalize the 
interior of your Ferrari with details that complement the original style of the car and offer the same impeccable ergonomics and comfort for the driver and passengers. 

Interior personalization options in carbon
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With the Alutex interior trim kit, Ferrari Genuine offers owners even more scope to personalize their cars. Alutex is a special woven texture f inish applied to the outer layer 
of the composite material. The outermost layer is coated with aluminum, which gives any components made with this technology an unmistakable and unique look.

Interior personalization options in Alutex
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The parking camera helps the driver identify obstacles when parking, and facilitates maneuvering. The front parking sensors developed by Ferrari provide the driver
with information on the distance of obstacles in front of the vehicle when maneuvering. This allows the driver to avoid any contact while maneuvering, by combining 
direct visual information with the acoustic and visual information generated by the system itself.

Parking sensors and parking camera

Using sensors installed within the wheels, the tire pressure 
monitoring system measures tire pressure continuously
and sends this information to the ECU, which relays
the information to the instrument cluster and warns
the driver of any problems in real time.

Tire pressure
monitoring

Front
suspension lift

The “Lift” system maximizes driver safety and facilitates
access to garages and/or ramps, avoiding possible damage
to the car. The system is operated simply and eff iciently
on the front shock absorbers, lifting the front of the car
by around 40 mm. Two versions of the system are available, 
depending on whether or not the car in question is equipped 
with a dual-view video camera.

TM313130



The 2 DIN infotainment system developed for the FF uses state 
of the art integrated technology capable of dialoging with 
Android™ and Apple® devices for unrivaled user friendliness 
and driver safety: all your apps (from weather and news services 
to web radio and social network apps) are easily accessible via 
the Smart Access platform, as versions optimized for use
in a car. The system’s 6.2” touch screen is as intuitive to use
as a smart phone, while Bluetooth® connectivity makes 
it possible to listen to music and make calls while never 
taking your hands off the wheel. The Intelligent VOICE (TM) 
technology of the navigation system lets the user search with 
natural speech, even with only partial or imprecise instructions. 

Ferrari Genuine also offers a high technology integrated 
entertainment system for the rear passengers, giving them 
access to an even more involving Ferrari experience without 
interfering with the main infotainment system of the car.
With the Rear Seat. Entertainment system with iPad,
up to two tablets may be installed in the backs of the front 
headrests, complete with coordinated Bluetooth headsets
for watching movies, plays games or browse the web.
The CD changer, compatible with any Ferrari audio 
configuration, is housed in a special shock-proof compartment 
inside the luggage compartment. This product option is even 
compatible with the suitcase set for the luggage compartment.

Infotainment System Audio Upgrade

The Audio Upgrade is a high tech solution which equips the car 
with two amplif iers - one for the front and one for the rear - to 
offer a high quality, individually tailorable listening experience
in separate zones of the cabin, with f ive completely 
customizable equalizer settings.

The original Ferrari navigation system memories all route 
information to optimize journey time and fuel consumption. 
Map updates come complete with thousands of points of 
interest and special itineraries specif ically selected for Ferrari 
owners, including hotels, restaurants, theaters, museums,
golf courses and much more. The system may also be f itted
as and aftersales accessory, replacing the NIT and installing
the GPS antenna.

Satellite
navigation system

Passenger display

This display installed on the passenger side of the dashboard 
offers an interface which involves passengers in the Ferrari driving 
experience by letting them view technical information directly
for themselves. The parameters and functions viewable are: engine 
speed, speed, gear selected, Manettino setting, repeated navigation 
information and symbols, and trip computer functions.

Cruise Control

Cruise Control is an electronic system which maintains
a constant road speed without the driver using the accelerator 
pedal. The driver may accelerate briefly if necessary by pressing 
the accelerator pedal, but once the pedal is released, the vehicle 
returns to the cruise control speed set previously. The system 
functions within a speed range from 30 to 200 Km/h,
and is recommended for long, straight stretches of road,
with few variations in traff ic conditions and with a dry road 
surface. Not recommended for use on urban roads.
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Datarace 

The Datarace system lets owners improve their performance
on the track by recording video footage of each session
with embedded performance analysis data: acceleration, circuit 
map, lap time and GPS acquired position. The CAN version
also includes a dashboard unit displaying lap times
and functioning as a data-logger, acquiring information
directly from the vehicle ECU. 

Anti-stone chip protective film

To protect the bodywork from marks, chips and scratches 
caused by gravel picked up from the road, a kit may be ordered 
consisting of extremely tough and thin transparent protective 
f ilms tailored specif ically for the forms of the car. Films applied 
to particularly exposed areas such as the wheel arches and 
air intakes, and subject to greater wear, may also be ordered 
individually.

Ferrari Genuine offers its customers a privacy glass kit
for the rear and side windows. The tinted glass protects
the rear of the vehicle interior from prying eyes, and also 
contributes to keeping the passenger compartment cooler.
The specially defined tint color of the kit reduces the amount
of sunlight reaching the interior of the car, preventing
it from becoming uncomfortably hot.

Privacy glass kit

The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce reflected glare
for the driver. This mirror uses special electrochromic 
technology to darken quickly and automatically in response
to the brightness of the light striking it. Electrochromic versions 
are available for both the interior and exterior rear view mirrors, 
and does not affect the mirror position memory and powered 
folding mirror functions on vehicles with these features.

Electro-chromic mirrors 
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Elegant car cover for indoor use and tailor-made for Ferraris,
it combines effective protection with elegant looks.
The cover has an inner anti-scratch lining, which ensures 
optimal protection when placed upon the vehicle’s body:
and is also enhanced by the Prancing Horse emblem 
embroidered on the areas protecting the lids.

Indoor car cover

Smoker’s kit

The smoker’s kit adds an ashtray and a cigarette lighter installed 
in the front center tunnel console. The components of the kit are 
specif ically designed to complement the exclusive style
of the interior of a Ferrari.

Ferrari Genuine offers a special luggage retainer net with a polypropylene coating and a f lexible core, which retracts to a mesh size of approximately 20 mm when not
in use. Created to retain objects carried in cabin or luggage compartment safely, the net optimizes space use and prevents noise caused by loose items, keeping everything 
tidy and within easy reach when you need it. 

Luggage retainer net
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The FXX-K style wheel rims have technological innovations that accept no compromises and guarantee a unique driving experience. An item that has been specif ically 
developed by Ferrari Genuine, the multi-spoke wheel rim combines minimal design with forged aluminium technology: this results in a very low weight that is comparable 
with magnesium wheel rims but stronger.

FXX-K style multi-spoke wheel rims
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Using new patented technology, Ferrari Genuine mats are made of real carbon f ibre where the driver’s feet rest and covered with a special clear-coat f inish that offers 
anti-slip action without altering its appearance. The vehicle logo is on the driver side mat only and is laser engraved on a leather patch. The backing is in genuine leather 
which ensures superior f lexibility and resilience and offers a high quality feel. The mats are edged in leather, with exquisite stitching in different tones of grey.

Ferrari Genuine has dedicated a unique accessory to Ferrari owners: the carbon f ibre fender shield kit with Prancing Horse. The dark carbon f ibre background together 
with its aggressive look accentuates the shiny chrome of the Prancing Horse and creates an extremely elegant effect

Carbon fibre mats Carbon fibre shield kit
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The carbon f ibre options for the LaFerrari exterior help to give the vehicle a unique appearance and enhance the excellence of the other carbon f ibre features. 

The active rear extractor kit, fuel f iller f lap, battery charging f lap and spoiler at the centre of the front lid are Genuine accessories that personalise the vehicle exterior and make 
it special in line with high technical standards based on Ferrari’s experience in Formula 1. 

Exterior personalization options in carbon
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The carbon f iber personalization details available for the exterior of the 488 GTB and 488 Spider complement the looks of the car and minimize the weight of each individual 
component by using carbon: an ultra-light, technologically advanced material with an unmistakable texture, which adds to the already exclusive feel of the car. 

Carbon f iber variants of the rear diffuser, rear fog light bezel, spoiler, sill trim, splitter, lateral air intakes and rear air ducts are all available as accessories to let you personalize
the exterior of your car with complete f lexibility, designed and crafted to the same exacting standards applied in Formula 1. 

Exterior personalization options in carbon

Multi-spoke wheels

Ferrari Genuine continues to develop wheels with an exclusive 
design, and now offers specif ic components for the new
488 GTB and 488 Spider. Multi-spoke wheels are a high-tech 
solution with a distinctive look: the forging process makes
it possible to make a much lighter wheel, while the new
multi-spoke design - a natural evolution of the wheels
of the 458 Speciale - features boldly three dimensional forms 
and soft lines, which accentuate the elegance of the car.
These wheels are offered in a choice of two trim variants:
Matte Grey and Matte Diamond Polished.
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The range of carbon f iber personalization options available for the interior of the 488 GTB and 488 Spider offers a comprehensive selection of ultralight,
elegant and functional accessories designed with the utmost attention to detail and developed and manufactured with advanced, proprietary technologies. 

Carbon f iber variants of the dashboard inserts, center tunnel console, bridge, door panels, kick plate and mats are all available as accessories to personalize the interior 
of your Ferrari with details that complement the original style of the car and offer the same impeccable ergonomics and comfort for the driver and passengers. 

Interior personalization options in carbon
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This display installed on the passenger side of the dashboard offers an interface which involves passengers in the Ferrari driving experience by letting them view technical 
information directly for themselves. The parameters and functions viewable are: engine speed, speed, gear selected, Manettino setting, repeated navigation information 
and symbols, and trip computer functions.

Passenger display

The parking camera identif ies obstacles when parking, and assists the driver with any maneuvers. The front parking sensors developed by Ferrari provide the driver with 
information on the distance of obstacles in front of the vehicle when maneuvering. This allows the driver to avoid any contact while maneuvering, by combining direct 
visual information with the acoustic and visual information generated by the system itself.

Parking sensors and parking camera
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The “Lift” system maximizes driver safety and facilitates access to garages and/or ramps, avoiding possible damage to the car. The system is operated simply
and eff iciently on the front shock absorbers, lifting the front of the car by around 40 mm. Two versions of the system are available, depending on whether or not the car 
in question is equipped with a dual-view video camera.

Front suspension lift

Indoor car cover

Elegant car cover for indoor use and tailor-made
for Ferraris, it combines effective protection
with elegant looks. The cover has an inner anti-scratch 
lining, which ensures optimal protection when placed
upon the vehicle’s body: and is also enhanced
by the Prancing Horse emblem embroidered
on the areas protecting the lids.

To protect the bodywork from marks, chips and scratches 
caused by gravel picked up from the road, a kit may be ordered 
consisting of extremely tough and thin transparent protective 
f ilms tailored specif ically for the forms of the car.
Films applied to particularly exposed areas such as the wheel 
arches and air intakes, and subject to greater wear, may also
be ordered individually.

Anti-stone chip protective film

Electro-chromic mirrors

The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce ref lected
glare for the driver. This mirror uses special electrochromic 
technology to darken quickly and automatically in response
to the brightness of the light striking it. Electrochromic 
versions are available for both the interior and exterior 
rear view mirrors, and does not affect the mirror position 
memory and powered folding mirror functions on vehicles 
with these features.
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20” forged wheels for the CaliforniaT

These 20” f ive spoke forged wheels reduce the weight of the car as a whole for even more direct steering feel. Available in Silver, Matte Corsa Grey and Diamond Polished f inishes. 
Fitting forged wheels reduces the weight of the car by 6 Kg.

19” painted wheels for the CaliforniaT

These 19” paint f inish, f ive spoke wheels are designed specif ically for the Ferrari CaliforniaT. As an alternative to the standard color, these wheels are also available
in Brilliant Silver and Matte Corsa Gray f inishes.
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Sports tailpipe tips Road legal mufflers

The road legal mufflers offered for the Ferrari CaliforniaT
have an optimized configuration with a smaller internal volume 
conceived to maximize the distinctive Ferrari sound even 
when driving on public roads. Fully certif ied and conforming 
to road traff ic regulations, these components are integrated 
entirely within the existing exhaust system, and feature a unique 
configuration developed, tested and guaranteed by Ferrari. 

Tailpipes enhanced visually with an extremely modern forged, 
segmented outer bezel and designed specif ically to maintain 
the purity of the unmistakable sound of each individual Ferrari 
model.

The materials used for Ferrari accessories adopt state
of the art technological solutions derived directly
from Formula 1. The light and functional fuel f iller f lap
in carbon f iber, embellished with a chrome f inish
Prancing Horse motif, is the perfect complement
to the style of the CaliforniaT. 

Chromed grille and grille 
with chrome accents

Carbon fiber 
fuel filler flap

Alongside the standard grille in black, a choice
of exclusive f inish variants is offered for the front grille
of the Ferrari CaliforniaT, to let customers personalize their 
vehicles further to suit their own tastes. Customers
can also choose a completely chromed front grille,
or a front grille with an exclusive chrome f inish applied
only to the outer edges of the vertical and horizontal bars.
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Interior personalization options in carbon

The range of carbon f iber personalization options available for the interior of the CaliforniaT offers a comprehensive selection of ultralight, elegant and functional 
accessories designed with the utmost attention to detail and developed and manufactured with advanced, proprietary technologies. 

Carbon f iber variants of the F1 shift paddles, dashboard inserts, kick plate, bridge and mats are all available as accessories to personalize the interior of your Ferrari
with details that complement the original style of the car and offer the same impeccable ergonomics and comfort for the driver and passengers. 

TM636362



Parking 
camera 

Magnetorheologically
controlled suspension

The parking camera lets the driver see obstacles in the vicinity 
of the car to prevent accidental collisions. The camera system 
works in conjunction with the parking sensor system,
which notif ies the driver of obstacles with an audible warning
to facilitate parking.

The SMC system offered for the Ferrari CaliforniaT signif icantly 
reduces roll and makes the vehicle respond even more precisely, 
rapidly and effectively to driver input. The system uses the properties 
of magnetorheological f luids, which respond to varying magnetic 
f ields by changing in viscosity, to tailor the damping effect precisely 
to the forces transmitted to the vehicle by the road. Ferrari Genuine 
offers owners the possibility of applying this semi-active suspension 
control technology to vehicle not originally equipped with the system.

CD Reader CarPlay

Customers may request an additional CD reader installed
in the car. Installed within the dashboard glove compartment, 
the CD reader may be used to play audio and MP3 format CDs.

To let owners use their iPhones in complete safety while
at the wheel, Ferrari Genuine offers CarPlay, a system which 
makes the main functions of the iPhone (phone, music playback, 
send and receive messages, view maps etc.) accessible directly 
from the main display of the vehicle, letting the driver focus
on driving. The CarPlay kit is offered together with the dual 
parking camera system, which adds cameras at the front
and rear of the vehicle.
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Smoker’s kit

Anti-stone chip protective film

To protect the bodywork from marks, chips and scratches 
caused by gravel picked up from the road, a kit may be ordered 
consisting of extremely tough and thin transparent protective 
f ilms tailored specif ically for the forms of the car.
Films applied to particularly exposed areas such as the wheel 
arches and air intakes, and subject to greater wear,
may also be ordered individually.

The smoker’s kit adds an ashtray and a cigarette lighter installed 
in the front center tunnel console. The components of the kit
are specif ically designed to complement the exclusive style
of the interior of a Ferrari.

AFS headlights

The AFS – Adaptive Frontlight System – headlights ensure 
maximum safety and performance even when driving at night
by directing the light beam according to the steering angle
and optimizing the intensity of the beam itself in relation
to vehicle speed, even when driving around corners.
The transition from diffused light illuminating nearby objects
to a penetrating focused beam for long distance vision
is smooth and seamless. 

Electro-chromic mirrors

The electrochromic mirrors effectively reduce reflected glare
for the driver and passenger. This mirror uses special 
electrochromic technology to darken quickly and automatically 
in response to the brightness of the light striking it. 
Electrochromic versions are available for both the interior 
and exterior rear view mirrors, and does not affect the mirror 
position memory and powered folding mirror functions
on vehicles with these features.
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ALL MODELS
Summer and winter tires

The solid, long-standing technological partnership 
between Pirelli, Michelin and Ferrari has led
to the development of specific summer and winter tires, 
to be swapped at appropriate times of the year
to maximize performance and durability.

Manufactured with rubber compounds with advanced 
grip properties, superior water expulsion capability
and extreme structural stability even at higher speeds, 
Ferrari tires combine extraordinary traction
with impeccable handling qualities. These tires 

significantly reduce stopping distances for unparalleled 
safety and control in all weather conditions, including 
snow. Winter tires are available for all models as an 
individual set of tires alone, or as part of a complete kit 
including a set of standard wheels with Silver finish. 

Brake calipers

Ferrari Genuine has created a number of different kits for customers who want to customize their vehicles and change the color of the calipers by replacing them with 
parts available in a range of different colors: Gloss Black, Modena Yellow, Aluminum, Corsa Red and Scuderia Red, as well as other specif ic colors for each vehicle model. 
The anodized black calipers have been created specif ically for Gentlemen Drivers and track use, as the anodizing treatment withstands high temperatures and keeps
the paint f inish in its original condition.
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ALL MODELS
Battery conditioner Long-life battery

For situations where using the standard battery conditioner 
is not always feasible, Ferrari Genuine offers a new long-life 
battery, developed, tested and optimized for superior power, 
performance and durability. The Ferrari battery is made
with plates in 99.99% pure lead. This purity means that
the plates may be made thinner and more compact, reducing 
wasted space between cells and increasing the number of plates 
usable in the battery, which translates to more surface area and, 
as a result, more power. 

Ferrari Genuine offers a battery conditioner for charging 
batteries from 1.2Ah to 140Ah. To protect it against 
overheating, the battery conditioner is equipped with a power 
limiting system: if the temperature exceeds the safety threshold 
value, power output is limited until the temperature returns 
within the correct range.

Personalization options for unsprung masses

Ferrari offers a wide choice of solutions for personalizing the unsprung masses of each model, with a selection of styles and colors ranging from more traditional designs, 
with the classic Prancing Horse emblem, to items with a more contemporary and innovative look inspired by the latest technology. The hubcap set, the complete
set of valve caps complete with valve body covers and the hexagonal valve cap set are offered in a choice of matchable colors and styles for use together. 

The theft-proof wheel bolts may be personalized by f itting a cap replicating the appearance of a standard bolt, concealing the fact that the wheel is equipped
with theft-proof components. 
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Car Care

Developed and produced exclusively by Ferrari Genuine,
the Exterior Cleaning Kit, Interior Cleaning Kit and Touring 
Cleaning Kit consist of a selection of products letting owners 
look after the interior and exterior of their cars completely
and safely. Specif ic cleaning products to clean, nourish
or polish every part of the interior trim and protect the quality
of the materials used, personalized Ferrari fragrances
with a unique and unmistakable scent, and superlative
quality creams which are gentle on the skin and care
for the environment: these are just some of the car care 
products available from the off icial Ferrari network, created
to keep your Ferrari in immaculate condition and looking
as good as ever day after day, whether in the city or on the road. 

Child seats

A new range of child restraint seats for every age.
Developed in compliance with the most stringent safety 
standards, these child seats are contoured to match the shape 
of the rear seat for maximum support and ease of installation. 
Ferrari Genuine offers customers a choice of three different 
child seat formats to cater to children of all ages in complete 
comfort and safety, for the total peace of mind of parents.

CarFit Leather Accessories

Ferrari Genuine offers a comprehensive range
of leather accessories: with a computer case, tablet 
wallet, wheeled bag and key holder. The design
of Ferrari leather accessories combines impeccable 
style with outstanding functionality, with compact 

dimensions to optimize space usage within
the vehicle: the computer case can carry laptops
with screens up to 15”, the wallet is compatible
with today’s most widely used tablets
and the wheeled bag complies with the hand luggage 

size limitations of all major airlines. All accessories 
feature exclusive, personalized graphics evocative
of Prancing Horse emblem, while the computer case 
is inspired by the front lid of the Ferrari Enzo.
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